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Abstract
A subset T of vertices of a graph G is called a P4-transversal if T meets every P4 of G; if
in addition T induces a P4-free subgraph then T is called a two-sided P4-transversal of G. We
conjecture that graphs containing a two-sided P4-transversal are perfect provided they contain no
odd chordless cycle with at least ve vertices or the complement of such a cycle. We show that,
as a consequence of previously known results, this conjecture is true for graphs containing a
stable P4-transversal. We show, using a reduction from 3-SAT, that it is NP-complete to decide
if a perfect graph has a stable P4-transversal. Next, we prove that a graph is perfectly orderable,
in the sense of Chvatal, if it has a stable set meeting all P4’s in an end-point or all P4’s in
a mid-point. We show that there is a polynomial time algorithm to recognize such a graph
using a reduction to 2-SAT. Finally, we prove that our conjecture is true if the P4-transversal
induces a threshold graph and meets every P4 in an end-point, or meets every P4 in a mid-point.
c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Problems and results
A graph G is perfect if, for each induced subgraph H of G, the chromatic number
(H) equals the clique number !(H). Chordless cycles of odd length at least ve,
called odd holes, and their complements, called odd antiholes, are not perfect and so
are all graphs containing an induced odd hole or odd antihole. The well-known Strong
Perfect Graph Conjecture, due to Berge around the 1960s, states that perfect graphs
are exactly those graphs without induced odd holes and odd antiholes, nowadays called
Berge graphs. This conjecture is still open, though it has been proved for more and
more graph classes. The problem of recognizing perfect graphs in polynomial time is
also open.
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Berge proposed a weaker conjecture that a graph is perfect if and only if its comple-
ment is. This conjecture was proved by Lovasz [23] and is now known as the Perfect
Graph Theorem. In 1984, Chvatal conjectured that perfection of graphs depends only
on their P4-structures. More precisely, two graphs G and G0 with the same vertex-set
are called P4-isomorphic if, for each set S of vertices, S induces a chordless path on
four vertices (denoted by P4) in G if and only if S induces a P4 in G0. Chvatal [3]
conjectured that two P4-isomorphic graphs are either both perfect or both imperfect.
Chvatal’s conjecture was proved by Reed [32]. Because the P4 is self-complementary,
Reed’s theorem clearly implies the Perfect Graph Theorem. Reed’s theorem suggests
studying perfect graphs in terms of the P4-structure. This has been made in the papers
[5,7,8,12{15,17,19,28{30,33].
Graphs with empty P4-structure, i.e. P4-free graphs, seem to be a sort of natural
basic graphs when considering the P4-structure in connection with perfection. Indeed,
a type of results established by Chvatal and Hoang [7], Hoang [14], Chvatal et al. [8],
Olariu [28], and Gurvich [12] is related to the following: Let the graph G have a set
T of vertices inducing a P4-free subgraph. If T meets every P4 of G in a certain way,
then G is perfect. This suggests calling a subset T V (G) P4-transversal if T meets
every P4 of G; if in addition T induces a P4-free subgraph (i.e. G−T also meets every
P4) then T is called a two-sided P4-transversal of G. Notice that a graph contains a
two-sided P4-transversal if and only if it can be partitioned into two disjoint P4-free
subgraphs, and that such graphs need not be perfect.
In this paper we shall discuss the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture for graphs con-
taining a two-sided P4-transversal. Thus we shall formulate the following problem.
Problem 1.1. Prove that Berge graphs containing a two-sided P4-transversal are
perfect.
Note that there are perfect graphs without two-sided P4-transversals, one of which
will be described now. Let G be a graph isomorphic to a P4. Let H be the graph
obtained by substituting each vertex of G by a P4 (thus H has sixteen vertices). It is
clear that H is perfect and has no two-sided P4-transversal.
As mentioned above, some partial results toward to Problem 1:1 are known. Hoang
[14] proved Theorem 1.1 below which solves Problem 1:1 for ‘odd P4-transversals’.
Theorem 1.1. Let G have a subset T V (G) meeting every P4 in an odd number of
vertices. Then G is perfect.
Chvatal and Hoang [7] also solved Problem 1:1 in case of ‘even two-sided P4-trans-
versals’, as follows.
Theorem 1.2. Let G have a two-sided P4-transversal T meeting every P4 in an even
number of vertices. Then G is perfect.
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The next result is proved by Chvatal et al. [8, Theorem 2], and independently by
Gurvich [12]; it generalizes Theorem 1.1 as follows.
Theorem 1.3. Let G have a two-sided P4-transversal T such that no P4 meets T at
the two endpoints and G − T at the two midpoints; and no P4 meets T at the two
midpoints and G − T at the two endpoints. Then G is perfect.
We shall prove the following theorem solving Problem 1:1 for ‘stable P4-transversals’.
Theorem 1.4. Let G have a stable set T meeting every P4. If G contains no odd hole;
then G is perfect.
In fact, we shall show that Theorem 1.4 is a simple consequence of a result due
to Tucker. We call a graph G P4-stable if G has a stable set meeting every P4 of
G. By Theorem 1.4, P4-stable graphs without odd holes are perfect. The problem of
recognizing perfect P4- stable graphs arises naturally, however we shall show that this
problem is NP-complete.
A graph G is called strongly perfect [1] if every induced subgraph H of G has
a stable set meeting all maximal cliques in H . (As usual, ‘maximal’ is meant with
respect to set-inclusion and not size. In particular, a maximal clique may not be the
largest clique.) Strongly perfect graphs form a large class of perfect graphs, and several
known classes of perfect graphs are subclasses of strongly perfect graphs. An important
subclass of the class of strongly perfect graphs consists of the perfectly orderable
graphs. A graph G is said to be perfectly orderable [2] if there exists a linear order <
on the vertex-set of G such that there is no P4 with vertices a; b; c; d, edges ab; bc; cd,
and a<b and d<c. Chvatal [2] proved that perfectly orderable graphs are strongly
perfect.
We are going to describe a subclass of perfect P4-stable graphs which form a new
class of perfectly orderable graphs and is recognizable in polynomial time. A graph
G is called strongly P4-stable if G has a stable set meeting every P4 in an end-point
or every P4 in a mid-point. Strongly P4-stable graphs are somewhat related to brittle
graphs dened as the graphs G such that each induced subgraph H of G contains a
vertex which is not the mid-point or end-point of any P4 in H . Chvatal introduced
brittle graphs and noted that they are perfectly orderable (see [18]).
Theorem 1.5. Every strongly P4-stable graph is perfectly orderable.
A well-known class of P4-free graphs is the class of threshold graphs. Threshold
graphs are the graphs without induced P4, C4 and C4 [6]. Thus, the rst step towards
Problem 1:1 is to prove it for ‘threshold P4-transversals’.
Problem 1.2. Let G have a P4-transversal T such that T induces a threshold graph.
Prove that G is perfect if G is Berge.
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We shall prove the following theorem which solves Problem 1:2 in the case when
the P4-transversal T meets the P4’s in a certain way.
Theorem 1.6. Let G have a subset T V (G) such that
(i) T induces a threshold graph;
(ii) T meets every P4 in an end-point; or meets every P4 in a mid-point.
Then G is perfect provided G is Berge.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we shall give basic
notations and results which will be needed for further discussions. Section 3 contains
the proof of Theorem 1.4 and the proof that deciding whether a perfect graph contains a
stable set meeting all P4s is NP-complete. Section 4 contains the proof of Theorem 1.5
and a polynomial algorithm for recognizing strongly P4-stable graphs. In Section 5, we
shall prove Theorem 1.6 and compare the class of graphs dened by this theorem with
those found by Chvatal et al. [8].
2. Preliminaries
If xy is an edge of a graph G then we say that x and y are the end-points of
that edge. The neighborhood of a vertex x is the set of all vertices adjacent to x and
is denoted by N (x). An isolated vertex has no neighbor, a universal vertex is one
adjacent to all other vertices. A vertex x dominates a vertex y if N (y)N (x) [ x. If
x dominates y and y dominates x then these two vertices are called twins.
An induced path, respectively, cycle, on m vertices is denoted by Pm, respectively,
Cm. The length of a path or a cycle is the number of its edges. We often write
Pm x1x2    xm for the path on vertices x1; x2; : : : ; xm and edges xixi+1 (16i<m). For
the P4 x1x2x3x4, the vertices x1; x4 are called end points, the vertices x2; x3 are called
mid-points, the edges x1x2; x3x4 are called wings of that P4 and the edge x2x3 is called
rib of the P4.
As usual, the complement of G is denoted by G. For a subset T V (G), G[T ]
denotes the subgraph of G induced by T ; sometimes we shall identify T with G[T ].
T is a stable set if G[T ] has no edge, and a clique if G[T ] has all possible edges. T
is called homogeneous if T consists of at least two but not all vertices of G and every
vertex outside T is adjacent either to all, or to no, vertices in T .
Graphs containing no induced subgraph isomorphic to a given graph H are called
H -free. P4-free graphs play a key role in this paper; they are perfect by a result of
Seinsche [35] (also, by a result of Jung [21]). Note that G is P4-free if and only if G
is. Seinsche [35] showed that
a P4-free graph or its complement is always disconnected: (1)
The next property of P4-free graphs is well known and can be derived from (1).
Every P4-free graph with at least two vertices has a pair of twins: (2)
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We also are interested in a subclass of P4-free graphs. A graph G is called a threshold
graph if G is P4-, C4-, and C4-free. It is easy to see that
for any two vertices x; y in a threshold graph; either x dominates y
or y dominates x: (3)
Since the dominance relation is transitive, (3) implies
every connected threshold graph has a universal vertex: (4)
A graph is called minimal imperfect if it is not perfect but all of its proper induced
subgraphs are perfect. Note that every imperfect graph contains a minimal imperfect
graph as an induced subgraph, and the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture can be restated
as: The minimal imperfect graphs are exactly the odd holes and the odd antiholes.
Let !(G) denote the clique number and let (G) denote the stability number of a
graph G. Lovasz [24] proved that
every minimal imperfect graph G has exactly !(G)  (G) + 1 vertices: (5)
From this, it follows that
for a minimal imperfect graph G and any two vertices x; y of G; x
belongs to a clique of size !(G) in G − y: (6)
Now, we can see that
no vertex x of a minimal imperfect graph G with !(G)> 2 has the
property that N (x) induces a threshold graph: (7)
Suppose (7) is false. Consider a universal vertex y in a largest component C of N (x)
(see (4)). Since N (x) − C is a stable set, every maximum clique containing x also
contains y, a contradiction to (6).
Two (non-adjacent) vertices x and y form an even-pair if every induced path con-
necting x to y has even length. Meyniel [25] showed that
no minimal imperfect graph has an even pair: (8)
In particular, no minimal imperfect graph has a two-pair which is a pair of vertices
x; y such that every induced path connecting x to y has exactly two edges.
A cutset S of G is called a star-cutset, respectively, a stable-cutset if G[S] has a
universal vertex, respectively, has no edge. Chvatal [4] showed that
no minimal imperfect graph has a star-cuset: (9)
From (9), it can easily be seen that
in a minimal imperfect graph no vertex dominates another vertex (10)
and that
no minimal imperfect graph contains a homogeneous set: (11)
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Fig. 1. A P4-stable, non-quasi-parity graph.
Finally, Tucker [36] showed that
no minimal imperfect graph G has a stable-cutset; unless G is
an odd hole: (12)
3. P4-stable graphs
We begin this section with the
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let G be a graph satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem. We
only need show that G is not minimal imperfect.
Let T be a stable set meeting all P4’s of G. Then H=G−T is P4-free. By (1), either
H or H is disconnected. If H is disconnected then T is a stable-cutset of G and so
by (12) G cannot be minimal imperfect. If H is disconnected then T is a clique-cutset
of G and so by (9) G, hence G, cannot be minimal imperfect. The proof of Theorem
1.4 is completed.
The classes of quasi-parity graphs [25] and BIP [4] are two of the largest known
classes of perfect graphs. In particular, it is known that these two classes contain all
perfectly orderable graphs. Fig. 1 shows a P4-stable graph that is neither quasi-parity
nor in BIP (the white vertices form a stable set meetings all P4’s).
How dicult is it to decide if a perfect graph has a stable P4-transversal? 1 We shall
settle this question by proving
Theorem 3.1. It is NP-complete to decide whether a given comparability graph has
a stable P4-transversal.
A graph is called a comparability graph if there is a partial order < on the vertex
set of G such that xy is an edge of G if, and only if, x<y or y<x. It is well
known that G is a comparability graph if there is a linear order < on the vertices of
G such that no chordless path in G with vertices a; b; c and edges ab; bc has a<b,
1 We remark that the problem of nding a smallest P4-transversal is known to be NP-complete as shown by
Corneil et al. [9].
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b<c. Equivalently, G is a comparability graph if and only if it admits an (acyclic)
transitive orientation ~G: If (x; y) and (y; z) are arcs in ~G, then (x; z) is also an arc of
~G. It is well known that comparability graphs are perfect. Comparability graphs are
well studied and have many applications (see [27]).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Schaefer proved in [34] that the following problem is
NP-complete.
Problem 3.1 (1-IN-3 3SAT).
Given a collection C of m clauses over the set V of n Boolean variables such that
each clause has exactly three literals. Is there a truth assignment satisfying C such
that each clause in C has exactly one true literal?
We shall reduce 1-IN-3 3SAT to our problem ‘Given a comparability graph G.
Does G have a stable set meeting all P4s?’. Before giving the reduction we need some
denitions and observations.
Denition 3.1. A stable set in a graph is good if it can be extended to a stable set
meeting all P4s.
If S is a good stable set in G, we also use S to denote a possible extension of S
into a stable set in G meeting all P4s.
Observation 3.1. The black vertices in the graph A shown in Fig. 2 form a good
stable set. Every good stable set of A must contain the labeled vertex a.
Denition 3.2. The vertex a in A is called a forced vertex. A vertex w of a graph
G is called free if there is a component of G − w which is isomorphic to A and the
forced vertex a of A is the (only) neighbor of w in that component.
By Observation 3.1, if S is a good stable set in G, then S cannot contain any
free vertex in G. For convenience, we shall draw w -© when we mean that w is a
free vertex in the considered graph G. Thus the big circle indicates the correspond-
ing component A in G − w. Now we are going to describe the reduction. For each
pair v; v (v2V ), consider the graph B(v; v) with two labeled vertices v; v as shown in
Fig. 2. For every clause Ci (16i6m) with Ci=ci1_ci2_ci3, where cij (16i6m; 16j63)
are literals taken from V and V =f v: v2Vg, dene the graph C(Ci) with three labeled
vertices ci1; ci2; ci3 as shown in Fig. 2.
Observation 3.2. The stable sets fv; 2g and f v; 1g in the graph B(v; v) shown in
Fig. 2 are good. Every good stable set in the graph B(v; v)
(i) contains v; 2 and does not contain v; 1, or else
(ii) contains v; 1 and does not contain v; 2.
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Fig. 2. The graphs A; B(v; v) and C(Ci).
Observation 3.3. The stable sets fci1; ci2g, fci1; ci3g and fci2; ci3g in the graph C(Ci)
shown in Fig. 2 all are good. Every good stable set in C(Ci) must contain exactly
two of the vertices ci1; ci2; ci3.
The proofs of the observations will follow by inspection, hence are omitted. The
meaning of B(v; v) and C(Ci) should be clear by Observations 3.2 and 3.3.
We now create the graph G = G(C) from the graphs B(v; v) (v2V ) and C(Ci)
(Ci 2C) as follows: For each v2V and each 16i6m, connect the vertex x2fv; vg
in B(v; v) with the vertex cij in C(Ci) by an edge if, and only if, x is the literal cij in
the clause Ci (16j63).
Thus, every cij (16j63) has exactly one neighbor outside C(Ci) which is one of
the labeled vertices v; v in a graph B(v; v) (with cij 2fv; vg in the given 1-IN-3 3SAT
instance). The proof of Theorem 3.1 consists of two lemmas below.
Lemma 3.1. 1-IN-3 3SAT is satised if and only if G has a stable set meeting
all P4s.
Proof. Suppose that there is a truth assigment for 1-IN-3 3SAT such that each clause
has exactly one true literal. Let SB(v; v) be the good stable set in B(v; v) containing the
true literal in fv; vg; such a good stable set exists in B(v; v) by Observation 3.2. Let
SCi be the good stable set in C(Ci) containing the two false literals in fci1; ci2; ci3g;
such a good stable set exists in C(Ci) by Observation 3.3. Set
S1 =
[
v2 V
SB(v; v); S2 =
m[
i=1
SCi ; S = S1 [ S2:
Since there is no edge between the graphs B(v; v)s and no edge between the graphs
C(Ci)s, S1 and S2 are stable sets of G. By construction, S therefore is a stable set in
G. We shall see that S is a good stable set in G. Since S1 and S2 are good stable sets
in
S
B(v; v), respectively, in
S
C(Ci), we only need to consider a P4 P which contains
an edge uw for some u2V [ V and some w; with w2fci1; ci2; ci3g for some i. Now, if
u is a true literal, then u belongs to S1, hence S meets P. If u is false, then w belongs
to S2, hence S meets P, too.
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Fig. 3. Transitive orientations ~A (left), ~B (middle) and ~C (right).
Now, suppose that G has a stable set S meeting all P4s. By Observation 3.2, exactly
one of v and v (as vertices of B(v; v); v2V ) belongs to S. Thus the truth assignment
v= 1(true) if and only if v2 S
is well dened. We shall see that every clause has exactly one true literal by this truth
assignment. Consider a clause Ci. By Observation 3.3, S \ C(Ci) consists of exactly
two of the vertices ci1; ci2; ci3. Suppose cij is the vertex not belonging to S and x is
its neighbour in B(v; v). Since cijx is the rib of a P4 whose two endpoints are free
vertices, x must be in S and so cij is a true vertex. Thus, exactly one of the literals
of Ci is true by the assignment dened above.
Lemma 3.2. G = G(C) is a comparability graph.
Proof. The graphs A, B=B(v; v), and C=C(Ci) admit transitive orientations ~A; ~B; ~C,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 3. In ~B and ~C; ! © , respectively,  © , means
that the corresponding graph A (denoted by the big circle) is oriented as ~A shown in
Fig. 3, respectively, as ~A−1. Note that in ~B the labeled vertices v; v are sources, and
in ~C the labeled vertices ci1; ci2; ci3 are sinks. The remaining undirected edges of G
are of the form xcij where x is v or v in ~B and cij is in ~C (with cij 2fv; vg in the
given 1-IN-3 3SAT instance). To obtain a transitive orientation of G we now direct
the edges xcij from x to cij.
4. Strongly P4-stable graphs
We begin this section with the
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let G be a strongly P4-stable graph and let T be a stable set
meeting every P4 in an end-point or meeting every P4 in a mid-point. Let the vertices
of T be t1; t2; : : : ; tr . Since the graph H =G−T is P4-free, it is perfectly orderable. Let
x1<x2<   <xs be a perfect order of H . We shall distinguish among two cases.
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Case 1: T meets every P4 in an end point. We claim that x1<x2<   <xs< t1<
t2<   <tr is a perfect order of G. Suppose that the claim is false and so there is a
P4 abcd with a<b and d<c. Clearly, one of the two wings ab and cd must have
one end point (of the edges) in T and another end point in H . We must have a (or,
respectively, d) belonging to T ; and therefore b (or, respectively, c) belonging to H .
But then we have b<a (or, respectively, c<d), a contradiction.
Case 2: T meets every P4 in a mid-point. Similar to Case 1, it is not dicult to see
that t1<t2<   <tr <x1<x2<   <xs is a perfect order of G.
It should be noted that complements of strongly P4-stable graphs are not necessarily
perfectly orderable. For example, the complement of C6 is not perfectly orderable and
yet it is the complement of a strongly P4-stable graph.
The class of strongly P4-stable graphs contains all bipartite graphs, all ‘split’ graphs
[6], and of course all P4-free graphs. Recently, Hujter and Tuza [20] introduced the
class of cograph contractions as follows. Let H be a P4-free graph and let S1; : : : ; St be
some pairwise disjoint stable sets in H . The graph H is obtained from H by replacing
the sets Si by new vertices xi and joining xi to all xj (i 6= j) and also to all those
vertices in V (H) − (S1 [    [ St) that was a neighbor of some vertex in Si. Hujter
and Tuza proved that H is perfect and they call graphs G cograph contractions if
G = H for some P4-free graph H (and some stable sets in H); cograph contractions
are characterized in [22]. It is clear, that the ‘contracted’ vertices xi form a clique
in H meeting every P4 in H in at least one mid-point. Thus, all complements of
cograph contractions are strongly P4-stable graphs.
Recognition of perfectly orderable graphs is a NP-complete problem [26], even when
the problem is restricted to the class of weakly triangulated graphs [16]. Now we
shall demonstrate that strongly P4-stable graphs can be recognized in polynomial time,
by means of a polynomial reduction to the problem 2-SAT. Since 2-SAT can be
solved in polynomial time (see [10,11]), strongly P4-stable graphs can be recognized
in polynomial time.
Given a graph G, we shall consider the following problem.
Problem P1.
Input: A graph G.
Question: Does G contain a stable set meeting each P4 at an end point?
We can write a 2-SAT boolean expression that is satisable if and only if the
answer to the above problem is yes. The variables are the vertices. The true vertices
in a satisfying assignment correspond to the vertices in the desired stable set.
 For each P4 abcd we have a clause (a _ d), the P4-clause for that P4,
 for each edge ab we have a clause ( a _ b), the edge-clause for that edge.
The edge clauses make sure that the true vertices form a stable set. The P4 clauses
make sure that each P4 is met in an end point. The nal expression is the product of
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all P4 clauses and edge clauses. There are at most O(n4) clauses where n is the number
of vertices of G. So Problem P1 is polynomially solvable.
In a similar way, we can decide in polynomial time whether a graph contains a
stable set meeting each P4 at a mid-point. Therefore, recognizing strongly P4-stable
graphs is a polynomially solvable problem.
5. Threshold P4-transversals
We begin this section with the
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Suppose G were a minimal imperfect Berge graph satisfying
(i) and (ii) in Theorem 1.6.
Since G − T is P4-free, G − T or G − T is disconnected (by (1)). Since T also
satises the same conditions in G, we may assume that G − T is disconnected.
Case 1: T meets every P4 in an endpoint. Consider a component A of G − T . By
(7) A has at least two vertices. Let U; S; R be the set of vertices outside A that are
adjacent to all, some but not all, and none of A, respectively. R is not empty since
G − T R. Since A cannot be a homogeneous set, S is not empty. No vertex x of
S is adjacent to a vertex y in G − T − A for otherwise there are vertices a; b in A
with ab; bx2E(G); ax 62E(G) and so the P4 abxy does not meet T in an endpoint, a
contradiction. Every vertex r of R is adjacent to a vertex r of G− T − A by (7) and
the denition of R. Hence, no vertex s of S is adjacent to a vertex r of R, otherwise
for some vertex a in A, asrr is a P4 not meeting T in an endpoint. Now, for any
vertex a in A, U [ fag is a star-cutset separating A [ S − fag from R, a contradiction
to (9).
Case 2: T meets every P4 in a midpoint. G[T ] must be disconnected, for other-
wise (4) implies that T is a star-cutset of G, contradicting (9). Since G[T ] contains
no C4, the set I of isolated vertices in G[T ] is nonempty. We shall need the following
lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let G have a subset T V (G) meeting every P4 at a mid-point. Then
at least one of the following holds.
(a) For all components A of G−T and all isolated vertices v of G[T ] : If N (v)\A 6=
; then AN (v);
(b) G has two vertices x; y such that x dominates y,
(c) G has a two-pair.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Assume that (a) is false, and let A, v be such that A\N (v) 6= ;
and A−N (v) 6= ;. Let x2A\N (v) having a neighbor y in A−N (v). If N (y)N (x)[x
we get (b) and are done. Thus consider a vertex z 2N (y) − (N (x) [ x). Then
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z 2A \ N (v), else zyxv would be a P4 having no mid-point in T . Moreover,
for all u2T − v; if y is adjacent to u then u is adjacent to both x and z (13)
(else uyxv or uyzv would be a P4 having no mid-point in T ).
Now we claim that
for all u2T − v; ux2E(G) if and only if uz 2E(G): (14)
Suppose there is a vertex u2T −v that is adjacent to x but not to z. Then (13) implies
that u is not adjacent to y and so the P4 uxyz has no mid-point in T , a contradiction.
The case when u is adjacent to z but not x can be settled in a similar manner. Thus
(14) holds.
We now can see that x; z form a two pair. Let P=xx1x2    xkz; k>2 be a chordless
path connecting x and z. By (14), x1 2A. Hence we have yx1 2E(G) (for otherwise
x1xyz is a P4 in A, a contradiction to the assumption that A is P4-free.) Now x2
also belongs to A (for otherwise by (13) we have yx2 62E(G), and by (14) we have
zx2 62E(G), and so x2x1yz is a P4 having no mid-point in T ). Thus we have x1; x2 2A.
But then x3x2x1x (or zx2x1x if k=2) is a P4 having no midpoint in T . This contradiction
shows that x; z form a two-pair and we get (c). Lemma 5.1 is proved.
By (8), (9), (12) and (10) the statement (a) of Lemma 5.1 must hold. Thus we
have for all v2 I and all components A of G − T :
N (v) \ A 6= ; ) AN (v): (15)
Since T − I cannot be a star-cutset of G (recall that T − I has an universal vertex), it
follows that
for each component A of G − T; there is a vertex v2 I such that AN (v): (16)
We shall need the following claim.
Claim. Let G be an arbitrary graph and let P = v0v1    vk be an odd induced path
(k>3) of G. If there is a vertex x in G such that x is adjacent to v0; vk and is
adjacent to no two consecutive vertices vi; vi+1 of P, then G[P[fxg] contains an odd
hole.
Proof. By induction on k. The claim is clearly true for k = 3. Assume that k>5. If
x is not adjacent to any interior vertex of P then the claim clearly holds. Thus we
may assume that x is adjacent to some vertex vi with 26i6k − 2. By the claim’s
hypothesis, x is not adjacent to vi−1 and vi+1. Let P0= v0v1    vi if i is odd, otherwise
let P0 = vivi+1    vk . Clearly, P0 and x satisfy the claim’s hypothesis and the length of
P0 is less than k. So the induction hypothesis implies that P0[fxg contains an induced
odd hole. The Claim follows.
Now consider a component A of G−T , by (7) we have jAj>2. By (2), let fx; yg be
a pair of twins of A. Note that, by Lemma 5.1(a), fx; yg is homogeneous in G[A[ I ].
We discuss two cases.
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Case 2.1: x; y are non-adjacent. In this case we shall show that x; y form an
even-pair. Suppose there is an odd path P = v0v1    vk with x = v0 and y = vk . Since
fx; yg is homogeneous in G[A[ I ], we have v1; vk−1 2T − I . No two consecutive ver-
tices vi; vi+1 of P can belong to G − T for otherwise vi−1vivi+1vi+2 is a P4 with no
mid-point in T . By (16), there is a vertex u2 I that is adjacent to all vertices of A.
The Claim shows that G[P [ fxg] contains an odd hole, a contradiction. Case 2:1 is
settled.
Case 2.2: x; y are adjacent. We shall see in this case that x; y form an even-pair in
G, and therefore get a contradiction to (8). Consider an induced path P = v0v1    vk
in G with x = v0; y = vk and k>3. From our assumption on A and (15), we see that
v1; vk−1 2T − I and each vi (06i6k) belongs to T − I [ A.
Suppose P has an edge vivi+1 lying entirely in T − I . If vi−1; vi+2 2A then in G,
the P4 vivi+2vi−1vi+1 has no mid-point in T , a contradiction. If vi−1; vi+2 2T − I then
G[T ] contains an induced P4, a contradiction. Thus we must have either vi−1 2T − I
or vi+2 2T − I but not both. It follows that
the number of edges of P that lie entirely in T is even: (17)
Suppose P has an edge vivi+1 lying entirely in A. By (16), there is a vertex u2 I that
is adjacent in G to all vertices of A. If vi−1; vi+2 2T − I then G[fu; vi; vi+2; vi−1; vi+1g]
is a C5, a contradiction. If vi−1; vi+2 2A then G[A] contains a P4, a contradiction. Thus
we have either vi−1 2A or vi+2 2A but not both. It follows that
the number of edges of P that lie entirely in the complement of G − T
is even: (18)
From (17) and (18), we can now conclude that P has even length and Case 2:2, hence
Case 2 is settled.
The class of perfect graphs described in Theorem 1.6 contains all strongly P4-stable
graphs and their complements (hence all split graphs and all cograph contractions),
all bipartite graphs and their complements. In particular, the graph C6 shows that
the class is not contained in BIP, not in the class of strongly perfect graphs, and
not in the class of strict quasi-parity graphs [25]. We do not know whether there
exists a graph satisfying the hypothesis in Theorem 1.6 but not being quasi-parity. We
now shall comment the results of this section in view of related known results in the
literature. In [8] six theorems were proved saying that if the vertices of a graph G can
be coloured with two colours in such a way that no P4 is coloured in certain ways,
then G is perfect if and only if each of the two subgraphs of G induced by all the
vertices of the same colour is perfect. One of the theorems (Theorem 2 in [8]) implies
Theorem 1.1 in Section 1. Since these theorems are closely related to our results, we
shall examine this relationship in more detail. To do this we need describe the six
theorems in [8].
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Let G be a graph whose vertices are colored red and white (each vertex receives
only one color). A P4 abcd of G is said to be of type
1 or RRRR if a; b; c; d are red,
2 or WRRR if a is white and b; c; d are red,
3 or RWRR if a; c; d are red and b is white,
4 or RRWW if a; b are red and c; d are white,
5 or RWRW if a; c are red and b; d are white,
6 or RWWR if a; d are red and b; c are white,
7 or WRRW if a; d are white and b; c are red,
8 or RWWW if a is red and b; c; d are white,
9 or WRWW if a; c; d are white and b is red,
10 or WWWW if a; b; c; d are white.
Let T =f1; 2; : : : ; 10g. A subset S of T is admissible if the following theorem holds:
Template Theorem. If the vertices of a graph G are colored red and white in such
a way that there is no P4 of type i with i2 S; then G is perfect if and only if each
of the two subgraphs of G induced by all the vertices of the same color is perfect.
The Template Theorem is trivial when only one color appears. Thus, we shall con-
sider the Template Theorem only for graphs in which both colors appear. The six
theorems proved in [8] showed that the following sets are admissible:
S1 = f2; 3; 8; 9g; S2 = f1; 6; 7; 10g; S3 = f2; 3; 6; 7; 10g;
S4 = f2; 5; 6; 7; 10g; S5 = f2; 5; 6; 7; 8g; S6 = f2; 7; 9g:
Let f(S) (respectively, g(S)) denote the set of P4’s obtained from those in S by
switching colors (respectively, complementing). Clearly, f(S) is admissible whenever S
is. By the Perfect Graph Theorem g(S) is admissible whenever S is. Thus the following
sets are admissible:
S7 = f(S3) = f1; 6; 7; 8; 9g; S8 = g(S4) = f3; 4; 6; 7; 10g;
S9 = f(S8) = f1; 4; 6; 7; 9g; S10 = f(S4) = f1; 5; 6; 7; 8g;
S11 = g(S5) = f3; 4; 6; 7; 9g; S12 = f(S6) = f3; 6; 8g:
In [8], it was shown that any admissible set S of T must contain some Si with
16i612. We shall now show that the results in [8] do not imply Theorem 1.6.
We list in Table 1 the graphs that satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.6 but not that
of the Template Thereom for any i; 16i612. Since it is a routine but tedious matter
to show that the graphs in Table 1 have the desired properties, we leave the detail to
the reader. (In each of the graphs shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the white vertices form a
threshold graph meeting every P4 in an end point. Fig. 4 is taken from Chvatal [5].)
To conclude the paper, we note that if G is a strongly P4-stable graph then G or
its complement satises the hypothesis of the Template Theorem with S = S12. To see
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Table 1
Counter examples satisfying condition of Theorem 1.6
Graphs Counter example for
Fig. 4 S1
Fig. 5(a) S2; S3; S7
C6 S4; S5; S10
Fig. 5(b) S6; S12
Complement of C6 S8; S9; S11
Fig. 4. Two strongly P4-stable graphs.
Fig. 5. Two graphs satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1.6.
this, let G be a strongly P4-stable graph containing a stable set meeting every P4 in
an end point. Color the vertices in the stable set white and the remaining vertices red.
Then every P4 is of type 2,5, or 7. Hence G satises the hypothesis of the Template
Theorem with S = S12.
6. For further reading
The following reference is also of interest to the reader: [31].
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